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Student Consent Form to Attend
“Grade 4 Wiser Referee Training Class”

This “Grade 4 Wiser Referee Training Class” (hereinafter referred to as “this Training Class”) is held by
_________________________________________________________ (hereinafter referred to as “the Training Hosting
Organization”) with authorization from the World Wiser Sport Committee (hereinafter referred to as “WWSC”).
According to WWSC’s provisions regarding training, every student attending this Training Class must read
in detail every clause of this Consent Form and then sign this Consent Form to indicate his/her agreement before
he/she is permitted to attend this Training Class.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

I acknowledge that, before this Training Class starts, the Training Hosting Organization has exhibited to me
the “Authorization Agreement to Establish Grade 4 Wiser Referee Training Classes” officially signed
between the WWSC and the Training Hosting Organization, to prove that the Training Hosting Organization
possesses the qualification to hold this Training Class with official authorization from the WWSC.
I acknowledge that the instructor(s) of this Training Class wear(s) a Grade 3 Wiser Referee ID issued by the
WWSC, to show that he/she is a qualified instructor for this Training Class.
I understand that the WWSC is a purely athletic non-profit organization legally established in the United
States of America, and that it has authorized the Training Hosting Organization to hold this Training Class
for the purpose of promoting and developing the Wiser Sport without receiving any compensation.
Therefore, when attending this Training Classes, I am not required to pay any tuition to the WWSC.
However, if the Training Hosting Organization, upon its sole discretion, asks students to share training costs
(non-tuition fee), I have been officially notified in advance and agreed to pay $_____________________. I
understand that the WWSC does not require the authorized Training Hosting Organization to collect money
from students for sharing training costs and any collected money has nothing to do with the WWSC in any
way.
During the training, I agree to obey the rule prohibiting photographing and/or videotaping the training
classes. Also, I agree not to photograph, videotape, or take with me the teaching materials related to
training or the written examination questions.
I agree not to write my name or make any notes or marks on the teaching materials relating to training or
on the written exams except on the answer sheets.
I understand that, if I purposely do not obey the rules or commit serious violations during the training and
do not stop after being warned to stop, the Training Hosting Organization has the authority to terminate
immediately my attendance at this Training Class.

My signature below indicates that I have personally read this Consent Form in detail and I acknowledge and agree
with every clause above.

Print Student Name (First, M.I., Last)：

Signature
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